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In 1867 the Dominion of Canada came into being. At the time, it was 
an eastern-based union made up of only four provinces: Ontario, Quebec, 
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. Although the idea of confederation had won 
some popular support in Ontario, for the most part, the Dominion had been 
created by businessmen and politicians in the interest of economic expansion. 
Above all else, the union was meant to create prosperity by imitating develop
ments in the United States. The central idea was that Canada would acquire 
a western hinterland, one that would be settled by white immigrant farmers, 
and ultimately, one that would be exploited and developed for the benefit 
of the eastern provinces. To that end, in 1869 the federal government 
acquired through negotiation those Hudson's Bay Company lands lying bet-
ween the Great Lakes on the east and the Rocky Mountains on the west. These 
lands, set up as the Northwest Territories, were formally incorporated into 
the Canadian administration as a colonial domain for the use and benefit of 
the Dominion. 

In securing a western hinterland, the Canadian government was imme
diately threatened by the spectre of Indian opposition. The southern 
portion of the Territories--the very area earmar ked for agrarian settlement 
--was dominated by Plains Indian Nations. These tribes, largely untouched 
by European society, were steeped in the culture of their forefathers and 
had an alarming potential for armed resistance. Equally important, as 
independent nations they had very definite land rights, sanctified by 
British policy and precedent. The Royal Proclamation of 1763, as well as 
the order-in-council authorizing the transfer of Hudson's Bay Company lands 
in 1869, required that the Canadian government acknowledge Indian title to 
the Northwest Territories. 1 This effectively meant that, before the designs 
of the Dominion could be realized, the Indian and his claims would have to 
be dea lt with. 

As it turned out, the strength of the Indian position was more apparent 
than real. The reason for this was the rapid decline of the buffalo, the 
main source of subsistence for the Plains tribes. Starting in the late 
eighteenth century, the bison had become the object of intense commercializa
tion, first by the Native community and then by white hunters. Originally, 
it had been slaughtered for its meat in order to provision the fur trade; 
this was followed by a growing interest in the buffalo robe, especially by 
American hunters; finally, and most destructive, the hide of the bison 
became commercially important as ~elting material for the whee~s of indus-
try in the eastern United States. By the late 1870s, the demlse of t ile 
animal in western Canada was virtually complete. Well before that, however, 
Indian tribesmen fully appreciated that their shrinking food supply was a 
portent of impending disaster. Faced with cultural ~rauma, not to .mention 
outright starvation, they more than anyone else reallzed that survlval 
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di ctated some form of accomodation with the Canadian government. 3 

It wa s against this backdrop that the Canadian government assumed 
control over the Territories. It did so by concluding a series of treaties 
with t he various tribes. From the Indian point of view--shaped by oral 
traditi on and verbal promises of the government's negotiators--these . 
trea t ies represented agreements of friendship and all·iance be~ween.sovere~gn 
powe r s . 4 The Dominion, it was understood, guaranteed t~e Indl~n hlS hun~lng 
and f i shing rights, and at the same time, promised to ald and lnstruct hlm 
duri ng the difficult transition to an agricultural way of life. What the 
Indian would have to give up in return was neither emphasized nor always 
expl ai ned by the government commissioners, although the written text of the 
treaties left no doubt that he was being asked to surrender his title to the 
West. 5 From the government's point of view, it was the letter rather than 
the spi ri t of the treaties that was important. In becoming a party to the 
treaty , insisted the government, the Indian effectively had signed away all 
abori ginal title, and in the process, had become a ward of the Canadian state.6 

2 

Wardship was based on Euro-centric understanding. It was assumed 
that t he pre-industrial culture of the Indian was irrelevant to modern 
soci et y and that, for both practical and humanitarian reasons, the Indian 
woul d have to be culturally assimilated--in effect, remade in the image 
of t he whiteman. 7 The restructuring, of course, would require considerable 
training i n the ways of white society, and until this was accomplished, 
the Indi an ward would bear a special relationship to the government, that 
of a protected dependent without citizenship rights. The terms of wardship 
were contained in federal legislation, known as the Indian Act(s), which 
sought t o regulate and govern virtually every aspect of Indian life. 

I t was generally conceded that the most appropriate setting for the 
tutel age of the Indian was a reserve, a tract of land set apart from white 
soci ety. Through this segregation, the civilizing and Christianizing of 
tribesmen cou l d be expedited without being hampered by the negative features 
of Eu ro-Canadian society, especially the use of alcohol. As a tool of 
assimi lation, the reserve system had been tried in Ontario as early as the 
1830s,8 and since that time, it had become such an accepted feature of Indian 
poli cy that, as a matter of course, provision for reserves was included in 
each of the western treaties. 

Such provisions had little meaning as long as the Plains Indians 
conti nu ed to live off the land uninterrupted by actual settlement . But 
with t he final disappearance of the buffalo and the first flush of immi
gration , reserves took on new meaning. Throughout the early 1880s, the 
vari ous bands--often destitute and starving--moved onto the lands set 
aSi de .for them. There, under the watchful eye of the Indian agent and 
farm l nstru ctors, backed by the North West Mounted Police, tribesmen began 
their long and painful adjustment to an alien way of life. 

Fundamental to reserve society was a consolidation of government 
pow~r. Continuing immigration into.the.west meant that the Indian popu
latl on soon woul d be reduced to a mlnorlty. But even more important was 
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the military suppression of Indian opposition in 1885. In that year, some 
twelve hundred tribesmen, principally Cree, bolted from reserves in central 
Saskatchewan and took up arms to protest their treatment by government. 
Often Indian agents had been incompetent and occasionally brutal ,9 and in 
all cases, they had been required by senior officials to administer schemes 
aimed more at retrenchment than Indian welfare. Indicat i ve was a relief 
measure which required half-starving Indians to do manual labour as a 
precondition to receiving food rations, despite the fact that there was 
seldom enough work to do, and that not infrequentl y they lacked the winter 
clothing and footwear necessary to withstand sub-zero temperatures. 10 To 
the Indian, such a program was a complete violation of what had been promised 
in the treaties. Justified or not, however, the uprising gave the government 
the opportunity to deal with Indian resistance once and for all. The Dominion 
not only dispatched eight thousand troops, provisioned wi t h field pieces and 
a gatling gun, but also consolidated its victory by executing eight leaders 
and sending others to prison. 11 In the end, all sembl ance of Indian independ
ence was destroyed, and the government was now at libe r t y to implement a 
series of assimilationist schemes aimed at "de-tribal i zi ng" Indian society. 

30 

From the onset, this involved various attempts by government to dis
place traditional Indian leadership, especially whe re chiefs proved obstruct i ve. 
To detract from their authority, such leaders were not recognized as spo kesmen 
for their bands and every effort was made to replace the ir power and patronage 
with those of the Indian agent. 12 The hallmark of these att empts was the 
introduction of elected band councils as modified ve r sion s of municipal 
government. In theory, such touncils were meant to train the Indian in 
the principles of democracy, but more immediately, they represented an 
assault on Indian tradition and tribal leadership.13 To counteract 
the possibility that uncooperative chiefs might be elected, amendments 
to the Indian Act legitimized the deposing of such leaders. 14 

As an extension of these measures, reserve soc iety was to be "atomized " 
or broken down into its component parts. IS To undermi ne long - standing 
communalism, and especially to discourage cooperative fa rming and ranching, 
the concept of a "location ticket" was implemented. Essent ially, the 
ticket gave the individual control, although not ownershi p, of forty acres 
of reserve land. It was meant as an incentive to indivi dua l initiative and 
enterprise and it was deemed to be a half-way house to privat e ownership . 
Also reflecting atomization were attempts to immobilize t he Indian in order 
to prevent collective opposition to government programs. As a.matter of 
administrative policy, no Indian was allowed off the reserve Wlt~out ~ 
pass signed by the Indian agent. Because the ban l a ck~d any l e~l~latlve 
basis it was enforced through an amendment to the Indlan Ac t glvlng the 
India~ agent the powers of a Justice of the Peace so that he might enforce 
the provisions of the criminal code dealing with vagrancy and 10itering . 16 

Similarly, regulation and control applied.to econom~c a c ti~ities . 
Seen as a child-like figure unable to protect hlmself agalns t whlte people, 
the Indian ward was forbidden to dispose of reserve products , even when 
produced on individual land allotment und~r a ~ocation t i c k~ t .1 7 Under 
scoring the paternalism of the measure, vlolatlons were pu nls hable by 
fines, not against the Indian but against the purchaser of the g~ods. In 
addition, tribesmen for a time were not allowed to buy farm machlnery 
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and other labour-saving devices. 18 In part, this regu1ation,stemmed from the 
practical difficulty of keeping machines in working order, glven the lack of 
mechanical skills on the reserves. Perhaps even more impor~ant, it mirrored 
concerns that the Indian be properly schooled in a work ethlc. 

At the same time de-triba1ization demanded a concerted attack on tradi
tional religion and c~remony. In 1895, a law was passed proscribing all , 
ceremonies involving "wounding or mutilation"--an obvious attempt ~o,suppress 
the Plains Indian Sun Dance. In its various forms, the dance tradltlona11y 
had been staged in order to win supernatural favour and it ent~i1ed diffe~ent 
degrees of personal sacrifice ranging from fasting to ~he , cutt~ng or tearlng 
of human f1esh. 19 This alone invited the censure of mlSSlonarles who con
demned the dance as barbaric and pagan. It also offended the Indian agents 
and others not only because it sometimes lasted for weeks and meant a 
lengthy distraction from farming, but also because it occasioned a congre
gation of bands which might prove subversive. In the final analysis, the 
Sun Dance epitomized Indianness itself, and for that reason, it was out
lawed. Indeed, dances of all types were banned eventually, the only 
exception being with the written permission of the senior official of the 
Department of Indian Affairs. 20 

Lastly, and underpinning the entire assimilation program, Indian child
ren were to receive a formal education. It was first thought this could 
best be done by establishing day schools on each of the reserves. But 
when these schools proved ineffectual, they were closed in favour of boarding 
industrial schools, strategically located in various parts of the West. 21 
The industrial school had been pioneered in the United States and later 
adopted in Ontario, and as a tool of encu1turation, it offered a number of 
advantages: although it was mainly government funded, it was managed by 
re1igiousdenominations and this meant an emphasis on Christianity, thought 
to be a prerequisite to the civilizing of the Indian child; in practical 
terms, it was geared to farm and domestic training, deemed appropriate to 
the Indian's station in life; based on the half-day plan, the curriculum 
combined classroom instruction with outdoor training, and as such, it 
seemed well suited to what was described as the restless character of the 
Indian child; and above all, as a boarding institution, the industrial 
school removed the child from the so-called "corrupting" influence of his 
home environment and Indian cu1ture. 22 In adopting this school system, 
officials believed that full assimilation would be possible in a generation 
or two, and to maximize the impact of the system, laws were passed making 
attendance compu1sory.23 

Not surprisingly, the Indian community saw the government's reserve 
policy as a complete betrayal. Initially, tribesmen had accepted the 
reserve not only as a matter of economic necessity, but also as a "homeland" 
a place where they could enjoy their own society and culture undisturbed by' 
white sett1ement. 24 The very idea that their reserves should be used to 
transform them into "brown whitemen" was completely unacceptable and their 
reaction was immediate. 25 Lacking either political ormi1itary power, they 
respo~de~ the only ~ay they ~ou1d--,th,ro,ugh passive resistance. To protest 
restrlctlons on thelr economlC actlvltles, many cut back on agricultural 
production, while some abandoned farming altogether. Despite the law 
parents refused to send their children to school, both because of the' 
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appalling rate of disease there and because it was a system that taught 
children to be ashamed of their parents and their traditions. And most 
importantly, tribesmen reacted to government measures by consciously per
sisting in their traditional institutions, and in some cases, by devising 
or adopting counter-innovative techniques as an assertion of Indianness. 

Annual Sun Dance gatherings, for example, became the core of cultural 
resistance among the Saulteaux, Cree, Assiniboine, Sioux and others. 
These gatherings not only represented "ideological rituals," protecting and 
reinforcing the Indian social system, but also acted as an education system 
rivalling that of the industrial schools. 26 They were attended by the entire 
family, and in addition to the observance of sacred rites, they functioned 
to integrate the young into Indian society in that they included the initia
tion of braves, marriage ceremonies and the reaffirmation of a whole range 
of social relationships. Indeed, according to Jacqueline Gresko's study 
of the Tre~ty 4 area of Saskatchewan, the summer camp of the Sun Dance was 
the major reason for the ultimate failure of the industrial school system. 27 
She also notes that, ironically, graduates of the industrial school often 
figured both in Indian dancing and in various efforts to have the ban on 
dancing lifted. 28 

The same could be said of the Ghost Dance. This was a ritual that had 
grown up in the western United States as the focus of a militant religious 
revival aimed at driving the whites off tribal lands and restoring the 
Indian to his former glory. In the Canadian context, it was adopted prin
cipally by a small band of Sioux living near Prince Albert, Saskatchewan. 
Among the last to do so, the band only recently had moved onto a reserve, 
and it was specifically in reaction to reserve life that, 2~arting in the 
1890s, the dance was incorporated into the band's rituals. Unlike its 
American counterpart, the Canadian Ghost Dance was non-militant, but it 
was intensely Indian in content and thus remained a covert religion. Although 
it embraced a Christian social morality as a means of salvation, the salva
tion itself promised an afterlife of traditional Indian culture and fellow
ship.30 Not unlike the Sun Dance, it was essentially an assertion of 
Indianness in opposition to forced enculturation. 

The net result of Indian resistance was that, contrary to federal 
policy, the reserves functioned as Indian homelands, cultural islands 
sheltered from white society. As a policy, "assimilation through segrega
tion" had occasioned considerable change and cultural disruption in tribal 
society; and yet, the dogged unwillingness of the Indian to be remade into 
a whiteman was an undeniable fact of reserve life. The bankruptcy of the 
policy was writ large in the refusal of Indians to enfranchise, despite 
encouragement from government officials. As a rite of passage, enfranchise
ment signified that the Indian had been sufficiently trained to assume 
full citizenship rights and obligations and it required that he legally 
surrender his Indian status and leave the reserve. For tribesmen, however, 
the process was of dubious benefit. It meant they would be separated from 
family and friends who would remain on the reserve; it meant they would 
cease to have any treaty rights; and most of all, it meant a complete 
repudiation of their tradition and culture, identified with the reserve 
itself.31 For these reasons, throughout the closing decades of the nine
teenth century, only a trifling number of western tribesmen voluntarily 
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enfranc hised . 32 In the mind of officials, this led to the inescapable 
conclusi on that reserves were failures. 

3 

In l ight of this realization, the government embarked upon a different 
strategy . Starting inthe late 1890s, and lasting right to t~e prese~t, . 
Domi nion officials implemented a policy which might be descrlbe~ as aSS1-
mil ation through integration." The main idea was that seg~egatlon.on the 
reserves should be abandoned in order that tribesmen now mlght be lntegrated 
in to mainstream society. Presumably, the Indian had been sufficiently . 
trained to relinquish his status as an Indian ward in favour of full Canadlan 
cit i zenship. 

One major dynamic of the new policy was the alienation of reserve lands, 
in ei ther part or whole. 33 In some cases, this was accomplished without 
t he government first obtaining formal land surrenders by those affected. 
Amendments to the Indian Act between 1910 and 1918 gave officials the power 
to expropriate reserve lands for transportation rights-of-way, to subject 
reserve lands to mineral exploration by private companies and to lease out 
un used reserve lands to white farmers. In other cases, the alienation was 
effected through land surrenders by bands, often under pressure from the 
government. In 1898, changes to the Indian Act permitted the government 
t o gi ve advance cash payments to certain bands as an inducement to surrender 
thei r lands; and later, both during and after World War I, the government 
passed enabling legislation which expedited the surrender of entire reserves 
when they fell within the boundaries of cities. 

A second component of the policy was to have the provincial governments 
t ake over the delivery of various social services to the Indian community, 
as t hey do for other Canadians. In the 1920s, for instance, the Dominion 
government made reserves subject to provincial laws on general police matters, 
and later entered into cost-sharing arrangements with the provinces whereby 
the latter agreed to include Indians in their health and welfare, as well 
as education, services. 34 Although Canada's constitution stipulates that 
Indians and their lands are specifically and exclusively the responsibility 
of the federal government, by passing some of that responsibility on to the 
provinces, the Dominion was diluting its guardian-trust obligations to the 
Ind i ans, and at the same time, attempting to blend them into the provincial 
population. The change in police jurisdiction and other measures also had 
t he effect of dismantling the barriers that had separated tribesmen and their 
rese rves from the Canadian community at large. 

A third dynamic consisted of co-opting the Indian into citizenship. 
One method was arbitrary enfranchisement, first introduced in the 1920s 
as an amendment to the Indian Act. Under the provisions of the amendment 
a t hree-man board would examine the qualifications of a particular tribes~ 
man, and if it deemed him capable of living o~f the reserve, the individual 
~ou ~ d be enfr anch i sed, eve~ ~gai~st his wi~l. 5 Needless to say, the measure 
ln vl ted a torrent of Opposltlon ln the Indlan community, so much so that the 
go ~e rnment ev~ntually was forced t? rep~al the amendment, although it was 
reln t roduced ln the 1930s and remalned ln force until 1951. 36 Since that 
t ime , the strategy of the government was simply to assign citizenship rights 
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to the Indian, without first requlrlng enfranchisement. By the early 1960s, 
Indians had been granted the right to consume intoxicants in public places, 
as well as vote in federal and provincial elections. 31 

A fourth element was government support for Indian emigration from 
the reserves to the urban areas of the south. In 1951, only 17% of regis
tered Indians in Canada lived off the reserve; by 1961, the figure had 
irrcreased to well over 30%.38 The reasons for the migration are many, 
but among the most important is the fact that, economically, the reserves 
can not support the existing population. The Indian birth rate, more than 
twice that of Canada as a whole, coupled with the weak economic base of 
most reserves, has forced young Indians into the urban areas in search of 
employment and the other attractions of city life. 39 Although the migrant 
normally returns to the reserve several times before taking up permanent 
residence in the city, the result nevertheless is a burgeoning :ative urban 
population in the West. From the government's point of view, once the 
Indian has acquired municipal residence, he ceases to be the responsibility 
of the Canadian government and comes under provincial jurisdiction. For 
this reason, Indian ur~8n residence has become a cornerstone of the Dominion's 
integrationist policy. 

One of the clearest expressions of that policy was the so-called "~/hite 
Paper," a belated declaration of intent drawn up by the government in 1969. 
It was based on the premise that special legal status for the Indian was 
the root cause of what by this time was recognized as the poverty-stricken 
condition of the Indian; and as a panacea, the White Paper proposed to end 
all distinction between Indians and non-Indians. 41 It recommended that the 
Indian Act be repealed; that reserve lands be divided up and parcelled out 
to Indians on a free-hold basis; that the federal administration of Indian 
affairs be phased out; and th?t the provinces assume the same responsibility 
for Indian citizens as they do for other Canadians. 42 It was, of course, 
a statement par excellence of a policy that had existed in practice for 
decades. As an official pronouncement, however, it assumed new importance, 
especially in the Indian community where it was seen as an engine of cultural 
genocide, and .its main effect was to provoke the antipathy of Indian orga
nizations. In the end, Indian opposition to the White Paper proved so 
embarassing that, officially at least, the government was forced to disavow 
its own policy statement. 43 Notwithstanding this public reversal, neverthe
less, the government was not about to abandon a time-honoured solution to 
the "Indian problem," and in practice the policy remained in effect, only 
now as a matter of hidden agenda. 44 

More recently, the whole idea of Indian integration has been repudiated 
by a growing demand for Indian self-government. Historically, the various 
tribes had been self-governing in every sense of the word, and were acknow
ledged as such both by the Royal Proclamation and by the ~esultin~ treaty 
process in Canada. In the present context,.the conc~pt flrst ach~eved 
political prominence as an outgrowth of Indlan reactlon to the Whlte Paper 
of 1969. After that, the demand for self-government as a matter of aboriginal 
and treaty right became increasingly insistent until, by the early 1980s, 
it had become the banner cause of Indian First Nations across Canada. 

That the cause has won some sympathy on Parliament Hill is evident. 
In 1983, the Trudeau government appointed an all-party committee of the 
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House of Commons to enquire into the whole question of Indian self-govern
ment. The findings of that committee, known as the Penner Report, represent 
an overwhelming endorsement of the concept. The report argues that the 
Indian Act is totally archaic and must be repealed in its entire~y; and . 
it envisages a new scheme in which Indian First Nations would enJoy extenslve 
fiscal and cultural autonomy in a relationship with the federal g?vern~e~t 
s imilar to that between the provinces and the Dominion. 45 The Prlme Mlnlster 
himself gave every indication, both at the first ministers' confere~ce.on 
aboriginal rights (1984) and later, that he intended to have the prlnclp1e 
of Native self-government entrenched in Canada's constitution. 46 Although. 
the government's official response to the Penner Report was less than sangulne 
about the possibility of such entrenchment, the government did declare its 
determination to "develop legislation to provide for the recognition of the 
status and power of Indian First Nations Governments."47 Essentially, what 
was being promised was a legislative, rather than a constitutional, approach 
to Indian self-government, although the latter was not ruled out. 

That the concept will actually be implemented in the near future is 
less certain. Significant is the fact that, in order for Indian self-govern
ment to become constitutionally entrenched, the necessary amendment to 
Canada's constitution would require the consent of the provinces. However, 
at the first minister's conference on aboriginal rights (1984), seven of the 
ten provincial premiers refused to support a resolution calling for just such 
an amendment. 48 The refusal stemmed, in part, from fears that the implemen
tation of the concept would result in the loss of provincial land and resources, 
and in part also, from the belief that the concept was not widely supported by 
the Canadian public. Moreover, the recent land-slide election of a Conser
vative government does not bode well for implementation. Although it is 
too early to tell what direction the Mulroney government will actually take, 
there is a widely-held perception in the Native community that the new 
government will prove resistant, if not reactionary, to the whole idea of 
self-government. 

In the final analysis, there also remains the nagging doubt as to 
whether or not any scheme of se1f-government--whether conceded by a Con
servative or a Liberal government --would significantly depart from the 
long-standing goals of government policy. Certainly some Indian groups 
have expressed fears that self-government in practice may only be a new 
form of integration, one that would thrust Indians into mainstream society 
under the pretex4 of a self-determination analogous to that promised by 
the White Paper. 9 In light of the government's century-old commitment to 
assimilation, those fears may well be justified. 
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